
DOLL HOUSE
Compensation Plan

Introduction

“Doll House Compensation Plan” is the official name of the compensation

plan for Doll House, INC.

The Doll House Compensation Plan   was created to recognize and

compensate Independent Doll House Distributors whose actions create

momentum, growth, and stability for Doll House.

Recognition and rewards help ensure our company's and our products'

long-term viability.

At Doll House, we believe in rewarding those who help advance our vision and

mission, especially when such positive actions touch people's lives and help

them build stability and independence.
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Ways To Join
There are two ways to participate in Doll House: VIP Gold Customer and as an

Independent Doll House Distributor.

Join as a VIP Gold Customer

To join as a VIP Gold Customer, simply enroll by using a link from a referring

Independent Distributor or by entering the username of the person who

referred you during the checkout and purchase of Doll House products. A VIP

Gold Customer pays the total retail price for the products; however,

periodically may receive incentives or gifts.

Becoming a VIP Gold Customer is at no cost.

Join as an Independent Doll House Distributor

To become an independent Distributor with Doll House; you must sign the

Doll House Independent Independent Distributor Agreement Form. You will

need to provide your name, legal business name and address (if applicable),

other names/partners related to that business (if applicable), email address,

phone number, social security number, or tax ID number.

The yearly fee to become an Independent Distributor is US$99.00. The fee

covers your replicated website, company business costs associated with

providing advanced team reporting, commission systems, funnels, social

media, live broadcast training, promotional marketing videos and print

materials, Sima’s Master Class, and customer service.
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Becoming an Independent Distributor with Doll House allows you to

participate in the Doll Compensation Plan.

Independent Distributors may also purchase products for their own individual

use. However, there is never any requirement for an Independent Distributor

to buy products to participate in the Doll House Compensation Plan.

Although there is no company mandate for Independent Distributors to

purchase products, we believe that being a “product of the product” is

invaluable to an Independent Distributor promoting the products and

services of Doll House, INC.

Independent Distributors purchase Doll House products at a 25% - 35%

discount.

Who Should Become an Independent Distributor?

The person who would benefit the most from becoming an Independent

Distributor is a person who is looking to build an independent Doll House

business through social media or person-to-person. Other people who would

benefit are beauty-business owners looking to expand their services or

someone who has a referral organization large enough to reach the first three

rank levels of the Compensation Plan.

Membership Fee
Doll House Independent Distributor yearly membership has a Start Date, a

Renewal Date, and a Grace Period.
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Start Date

The Start Date of your annual membership is the day (and time) our system

successfully processed your Independent Distributor Application.

Pay Periods

The Doll House Compensation Plan pays weekly and monthly.

Weekly periods will typically start on Monday and end on Sunday.  If the last

day of the calendar month falls on a Monday – Saturday, then that weekly

period will be split into two parts.  The first part will represent the week

through the last day of the calendar month. The second part will represent

the first of the calendar month through Sunday.

Renewal Date

Your Renewal Date is usually the same time and day of the month as your

initial Start Date.

There are two ways a Renewal date changes:

If your Renewal Date is the last day of the month, it may move to a different

month since one month has 28 or 29 days.

Renewal Dates may also change if an Independent Distributor renews the

subscription after periods in which they either had a canceled membership or

a membership whose grace period has ended. In this case, when the

subscription is renewed, this new subscription date becomes the new Start

Date and Renewal Date of the subscription.
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In cases where someone pays the yearly membership fee early or later (but

still within the 48-hour grace period), the Start Date and Renewal Date for

that subscription do not change. They stay the same, as does the grace period

for that order.

Grace Period

Your subscription has a grace period of 48 hours from your Renewal Date.

Example:

You joined on March 5, 2022, at 10 AM, so your Renewal Date is March 5,

2023: at 10 AM; therefore, your subscription will end 48 hours later if no

renewal is successfully processed. Your back-office access will continue

during these 48 hours, but your order will not count for points until you

successfully renew your membership.

If an Independent Distributor resumes within the 48-hour grace period, the

volume is restored for those 48 hours. If the Independent Distributor does

not renew within the grace period, the membership is canceled due to

non-payment, and product access is revoked.

Cancellations

You are responsible for canceling your Independent Distributor membership

with Doll House.  You can request cancellation in letter (post) or email format

to Customer Service.

Doll House will cancel a membership under the following conditions:

● An Independent Distributor fails to do 1000PV (aggregate) within a

12-month period.
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● An Independent Distributor fails to pay any required fees, such as the

annual renewal.

● An Independent Distributor violates any of the rules in the Policies and

Procedures document.

Refunds

Independent Distributors have a 30-day, no questions asked, refund period

for the US$99 annual membership fee.   If you are dissatisfied, submit a ticket

to our help desk requesting a refund.   The refund will be processed within

seven to ten business days.

Rank Levels and Qualifications
Rank Title Personal

Volume
Downline
Volume

Max Leg
Volume

NewGen
Quals

Brand Ambassador - - -

Brand Partner 300

Brand Manager 400 1,000 600

Sr. Brand Manager 500 2,000 1,000

Executive 600 3,500 1,400

Regional Executive 700 6,000 2,400

National Executive 700 10,000 4,000

Director 700 18,000 7,200

Regional Director 700 35,000 14,000

National Director 700 65,000 26,000
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Vice President 700 130,000 52,000

National VP 700 275,000 110,000 Yes

Global VP 700 600,000 240,000 Yes

National Chairman 700 1,200,000 480,000 Yes

Global Chairman 700 2,700,000 1,080,000 Yes

Executive Chairman 700 6,500,000 2,600,000 Yes

Teams:

Visionaries Success Builders Global Builders Millionaire
Team

Chairman’s
Club

New 1st Generation Qualified:  At least once every twelve (12) months, you

need to have someone from your personal group that promotes up to

National Executive from a lower title, thereby becoming a new 1st National

Executive Generation or someone that promotes up to National Director from

a lower Career Title and there are no other National Directors between you

(based on Career Title).  Once this occurs, the 12-month clock resets.

Rewards and Bonuses
Each of our rewards are explicitly created to emphasize customer and

Independent Distributors' growth and retention behaviors.
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Our current Rewards for Independent Distributors:

● Retail Commission

● Personal Sales Commission

● Rising Star Bonus

● Team Builder Bonus

● Fixed Monthly Bonus

● Generation Bonus

● Super Generational Bonus

● Leader’s Pool

Payout Timing

There are three time periods the Doll House Compensation Plan will pay.

Quarterly:  Based on the calendar quarters, i.e., Jan-Mar, Apr-Jun, July-Sept.,

Oct. - Dec.

Monthly:  Based on the calendar month, i.e., Jan. 1st - 31st.

Weekly:  Weekly periods will typically start on Monday and end on Sunday. If

the last day of the calendar month falls on a Monday – Saturday, then that

weekly period will be split into two parts. The first part will represent the week

through the last day of the calendar month. The second part will represent

the first of the calendar month through Sunday.

Retail Commission (Weekly Pay)

A Retail Commission will be awarded to the Independent Distributor on all

orders placed by themselves or their Customers at the VIP Platinum

Customer or VIP Gold Customer Price. The amount of the Retail Commission

will depend on the product purchased. The percentage for the bonus will be
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as a percent of the Net Retail price. Please refer to the table below for the rate

for each customer type.  A clawback will be enabled with this commission.

Customer Type Percentage of Net Retail

VIP Gold Customer 25%

Example:

You introduce a VIP Gold Customer to Doll House. They purchase US$100 net

retail from your Doll House website.  You receive US$25 in retail commissions.

Personal Sales Commissions (Monthly Pay)

When an Independent Distributor achieves a minimum Personal Volume (PV)

in the pay period, they will be qualified to receive an additional percentage on

their personal and Customer orders. The percentage will be paid on their

orders' total Net Retail Price and any customer orders from the entire Period.

A clawback will be enabled for this commission; however, returns processed

outside the period will not impact which award tier the Independent

Distributor achieved.

Personal Volume (PV) Percentage of Net
Retail

VIP Gold Customer

$.01 - $999 0% 25%

$1,000 - $1,499 +5% 30%

$1,500+ +10% 35%
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Rising Star Bonus (One-time Monthly Pay)

The Rising Star Bonuses are available to Independent Distributors within a

specific timeframe.  Upon achieving an award tier, their enroller or upline may

also receive a bonus.   Each award tier may be earned only once.  Clawback is

not enabled due to this bonus not being based on individual order

transactions.

Award
Tier

Requirement Timeframe New
Recruit

Enroller First Upline
National

Executive

Brand
Partner

Accumulate
300PV

First 14-days (Join
Date + 13 days)

$30 $15 -

Brand
Manager

Paid-AS BM First Full Month
(Join Date + 1 Full Month)

$50 $25 -

Sr. Brand
Manager

Paid-AS SBM Second Full Month
(Join Date + 2 Full Months)

$100 $50

Executive Paid-AS Exec. Third Full Month
(Join Date + 3 Full Months)

$200 $100

National
Executive

Paid-AS NE Sixth Full Month
(Join Date + 6 Full Months)

$600 $200

Example:

Andi enrolled Charlie on January 1st. Andi and Charlie were both Paid-AS a Sr.

Brand Manager from January until April. In January, Charlie will earn $50 for

qualifying as a Brand Manager and will also earn $100 for qualifying at the Sr.

Brand Manager level. In January, Andi will earn the Enroller awards

associated with both award tiers.

On January 14th, Charlie had 300PV in his first 14 days. Because Charlie

generated 300PV within his first 14 days, he will receive the $30 Rising Star

Bonus. Andi will receive the Enroller award associated with the award tier as
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well because she was active in January.

Charlie will not receive an award in February, March, and April because he has

already received award tiers for Brand Manager and Sr. Brand Manager.

In May and June, Charlie was Paid-AS Executive. In May, Andi was Paid-AS a

Sr. Brand Manager with a Career Title of Sr. Brand Manager. Andi’s sponsor,

Brian, had a Career Title and Paid-AS Title of Director in May. In May, Charlie

will not receive the Rising Star Bonus at the Executive tier because this award

tier must be earned by the end of the New Recruit’s 3rd full month (which

would have been April in this example).

Charlie will earn the National Executive Rising Star Bonus because May is

within Charlie’s first 6 full months. Andi will not earn the Enroller award

amount associated with the Executive award tier because Charlie did not

earn that award tier. Brian will earn the First Upline National Executive award

amount associated with the National Executive award tier.

Team Building Bonus (Monthly Pay)

Independent Distributors may receive a percentage on the Commissionable

Volume (CV) from the sales of their downline.   The percentages and number

of levels that a Independent Distributor receives are based on their Paid-AS

Title and are regardless of the title of the people below them. A clawback will

be enabled with this bonus.

Paid-AS Title BP BM SBM Exec RE NE

Level 1 3% 4% 5% 5% 5% 5%

Level 2 2% 3% 3%

Level 3 2% 3%
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Paid-AS Title Dir RD ND VP NVP GVP+

Level 1 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%

Level 2 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3%

Level 3 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3%

Level 4 2% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3%

Fixed Bonus (Monthly Pay)

Independent Distributors who are Paid-AS Brand Manager or higher will

receive a fixed monthly bonus.  This award will be paid each monthly period

based on their Paid-AS Title.

Paid-AS Title BP BM SBM Exec RE NE

Fixed Bonus - $50 $100 $200 $350 $600

Paid-AS Title Dir RD ND VP NVP GVP+

Fixed Bonus $1,000 $1,500 $2,500 $3,500 $5,000 $5,000

Generation Bonus

Paid-AS Director or higher may receive Generation Bonuses on their downline

Generations.  For example, a Generation 1 would payout on the first downline

National Executive or higher title (based on Career Title).  The number of

generations an Independent Distributor may earn is based on their Paid-AS

Title.  The amount to be paid will be determined by the Paid-AS Title of both

the Pay-To Independent Distributor and the Pay-On Independent Distributor.

If the Pay-On Independent Distributor is Paid-AS a National Director or

higher, the amount to be paid will be 100% of the amount identified in the

table below.   If the Pay-On Independent Distributor is an Executive or
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Regional Executive then the amount to be paid will be 50% of the amount

identified in the table below.

Paid-AS Director Regional
Director

National
Director

Vice
President

National
VP

Global VP National
Chairman+

Gen 1 $200 $400 $400 $400 $400 $400 $400

Gen 2 $150 $300 $300 $300 $300 $300

Gen 3 $150 $300 $300 $300 $300

Gen 4 $100 $200 $200 $200

Gen 5 $50 $100 $100

Gen 6 $50 $100

Example:

Andi has 3 people below her who are considered her first generation due to

having a Career title of National Executive or higher. The three people who

are Andi’s first generation are Barbara, Brian, and Beth. Andi’s Paid-AS title is

Regional Director. Barbara was Paid-AS Executive, Brian was Paid-AS National

Director, and Beth was Paid-AS Brand Manager. Andi will be paid $200 on

Barbara (50% of the award due to Paid-AS Title of Executive), $400 on Brian

(100% of the award due to Paid-AS title of National Executive or higher), and

$0 on Beth (no award paid on Beth as she was not Paid-AS Executive or

higher).

PayTo Person: Andi (Paid-AS Regional Director) can earn up to $400 on each 1st

Generation

Pay-On 1st Generation: Barbara (Paid-AS Executive) - Award Amount: $200 (50% reduction)

Pay-On 1st Generation: Charlie (Paid-AS Regional Director) - Award Amount: $400 (no

reduction)

Pay-On 1st Generation: Beth(Paid-AS Brand Manager) Award Amount: $0 (not Paid-AS

Executive or higher).
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Brian’s first generation (which would be Andi’s 2nd Generation) are Charlie

who was Paid-AS Regional Executive and Connie who was Paid-AS National

Executive. Brian and Andi will be paid on Charlie and Connie as follows:

PayTo Person: Brian (Pid-As National Director) – can earn up to $400 on each 1st

Generation

Pay-On 1st Generation: Charlie (Paid-AS Regional Executive) Award Amount: $200

(50% reduction)

Pay-On 1st Generation: Connie (Paid-AS National Executive) Award Amount: $400 (no

reduction)

PayTo Person: Andi (Paid-AS Regional Director)–can earn up to $150 on each 2nd

Generation

Pay-On 2nd Generation: Charlie (Paid-AS Regional Executive) Award Amount: $75

(50% reduction)

Pay-On 2nd Generation: Connie (Paid-AS National Executive) Award Amount: $150

(no reduction

Super Generational Bonus

Independent Distributors who are Paid-AS National Director or higher may

receive a fixed bonus amount on their downline National Executive

Generations (Career Title) who have a Paid-AS Title of National Director or

higher.

The number of generations paid is based on the Paid-AS title of the PayTo

Independent Distributor. The amount of the bonus paid is based on the

Paid-AS Title of both the PayOn Independent Distributor and the PayTo

Independent Distributor. Please refer to the table below for the number of

generations paid and the amount to be paid.
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PayTo
Paid-AS Title

National Dir.
Generations

Paid

PaidOn
National Dir

- National VP

PaidOn
Global VP -
Global Chr.

PaidOn
Executive
Chairman

National
Director

3 $300 $300 $300

Vice
President

4 $300 $300 $300

National VP 5 $300 $300 $300

Global VP 6 $300 $1,000 $1,000

National
Chairman

6 $300 $1,000 $1,000

Global
Chairman

6 $300 $1,000 $1,000

Executive
Chairman

6 $300 $1,000 $3,000

Example:

Andi is Paid-AS National Chairman in January. In January, Andi will be paid a

fixed amount for her first 6 Generations. The amount she can earn will be

based on the Paid-AS Title of the Independent Distributors within those first 6

Generations. Andi will earn $300 on each Pay-On Independent Distributor in

her first 6 Generations with a Paid-AS Title of National Director, Vice President,

or National Vice President. Andi will earn $1,000 on each Pay-On Independent

Distributor with a Paid-AS title of Global Vice President or higher.

In February Andi is Paid-AS a National Vice President. In February Andi will be

paid a fixed amount for her first 5 Generations. The amount she can earn will

be based on the Paid-AS title of the Independent Distributors within those
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first 5 Generations. Andi will earn $300 on each Pay-On Independent

Distributor in her first 5 Generations with a Paid-AS title of National Director

or higher.

Leader’s Pool

Who is Eligible: Independent Distributors who are Paid-AS National

Chairman or higher may participate within the Leader Pool.

Total Pool Amount: This pool will allocate 0.5% of the total Company

Commissionable Volume(CV) from the monthly period. If multiple currencies

exist within the total Company Commissionable Volume this total will be

represented in the form of a single company primary currency.

Earning Shares: Each eligible Independent Distributor will receive a share

based on their Paid-AS Title (see table below).

Paid-AS Title National
Chairman

Global Chairman Executive
Chairman

Shares Awarded 1 2 3

Share Value: The total pool amount will be divided by the number of shares

generated by Independent Distributors who are eligible for this bonus.

Amount to be paid: The amount of this bonus to be paid to each eligible

Independent Distributor will be calculated by taking the number of shares

earned by the Independent Distributor and multiplying it by the Share Value

as defined above.
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Other Rules: No individual may earn more than 25% of the Leader Pool within

the period.

Rank Recognition Rewards
Rank Recognition Rewards are based on Paid-AS Title.  Once a Independent

Distributor achieves a Rank Title, they will always be recognized at that title,

otherwise known as their Career Title.

Rank Title Recognition Award

Brand Partner TBD

Brand Manager TBD

Sr. Brand Manager TBD

Executive TBD

Regional Executive TBD

National Executive TBD

Director TBD

Regional Director TBD

National Director TBD

Vice President TBD

National VP TBD

Global VP TBD

National Chairman TBD

Global Chairman TBD

Executive Chairman TBD
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Glossary

Active:

An Independent Distributor must maintain at least 300 Personal Volume (PV)
to be considered Active for that period. Many bonuses require an
Independent Distributor to be active in order to receive the bonus. Please
refer to the individual bonus definitions for requirements and if Active is a
requirement for the respective bonus.

Cancellation Policy (Independent Distributor):

Independent Distributors must have a minimum of 1,000PV (aggregate)
during a 12-month period (Total PV from the current and previous 11 monthly
periods) in order to remain an Independent Distributor in good standing and
keep their downline. If they fail to meet this requirement in any period, they
will be canceled which causes them to be removed from the company
downline organization. Their downline and customers will be compressed
(rolled-up) to the next upline Independent Distributor who is in good
standing. This requirement will be enforced starting with an Independent
Distributor’s 11th full month since their enrollment date.

In addition to meeting a PV-12m requirement each month, Independent
Distributors are also required to have paid an annual recurring fee. Required
recurring fees (hosting, technology, renewal, etc) will be based on the Join
Date of the Independent Distributor. Failure to pay any required recurring fee
will result in the Independent Distributor’s suspension which means that all
commissions due will be held until the required fees have been paid. If the
renewal is not paid within 1 month of suspension, then the Independent
Distributor will be canceled.
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Career Path:

The Career Path is the primary mechanism for recognizing skill and
competency within this plan. Progression through the Career Path is available
only to Independent Distributors.

Please see also the related definitions for Career Title and Paid-AS Title.

Career Title:

An Independent Distributor’s Career Title is their recognition title or the
highest title they have achieved. An Independent Distributor’s Career Title
does not change, unlike a Paid-AS Title, which may vary from month to
month.

For example, Joanna met the requirements to be promoted to the title of
National Executive in June. Her Career Title is now National Executive and will
remain so until she promotes to a higher title. In July, she is Paid-AS a
National Executive. Her Career Title and Paid-AS Title are the same. In
August, she is Paid-AS Regional Executive. Her Career Title remains as a
National Executive, but her Paid-AS Title for August is Regional Executive.

Clawback:

A term to represent when a sales transaction is returned, and the earnings
issued in association with that transaction are paid back to the company.

Commissionable Volume (CV):

Each product item has both a Qualifying Volume (QV) and Commissionable
Volume (CV) assigned to it. CV is the volume on which most commissions
are paid.

Compression (Roll-Up):

When an Independent Distributor is canceled and no longer part of the
company, their downline is compressed to their upline, filling the gap left by
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the canceled Independent Distributor.

For example, Sarah had three legs: Joseph, Emma, and John. Sarah failed to
meet the requirements to maintain her status as an Independent Distributor
and was therefore canceled. Because Sarah was canceled, Joseph, Emma,
and John, and their respective downlines, were compressed up to Sarah’s
upline, Harry. Joseph, Emma, and John are now each considered to be legs to
Harry (i.e., they now reside on his first level).

Compression (Director and higher) Policy:

If an Independent Distributor was Paid-AS Director or higher in the last four
periods is to be canceled (whether voluntarily or involuntarily), their downline
will only be compressed up under the following conditions:

1. If their Enroller/Sponsor has been Paid-AS a Director or higher at
least once in the last four periods, then the downline will immediately
be compressed up.

2. If their Enroller/Sponsor has not been Paid-AS a Director or higher at
least once in the last four periods, then they will be given the next six
periods to be Paid-AS a Director or higher at least twice. If the
Enroller/Sponsor is promoted to Director in the last of the six-month
period, then they will be given the following period to qualify as a
Director again (to meet the 2 periods of being Paid-AS Director or
higher).

If the Enroller/Sponsor qualifies under either of these conditions, then the
downline of the canceled Independent Distributor will be compressed upon
the completion of the qualifications, but no retroactive commissions will be
paid.

If the Enroller/Sponsor does not qualify under either of these conditions, then
the position of the canceled Independent Distributor will remain
permanently vacant and will not be removed from the genealogy so that the
lineage remains intact and continues to be considered one leg to the
Enroller/Sponsor.
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Independent Distributor:

A generic term for any person who has completed the Independent Doll
House Distributor agreement with the company and fulfilled all requirements
to participate in the career path.

Independent Distributors may enroll and sponsor other Independent
Distributors and Customers.

Customer:

A Customer is an individual who purchases products for personal use and has
not signed the Doll House Independent Distributor Agreement with the
company.

Customers are not allowed to sponsor (i.e., have a downline), do not receive
commissions, and are not credited with volume. The volume from a
customer’s purchase(s) is credited to the Independent Distributor who
sponsored them. Customers do not hold positions in a genealogy. They are
considered to be a Level 0 to their sponsor (rather than a Level 1, which an
Independent Distributor would be considered to be to their sponsor).  .

Customer Only Volume:

The total Qualifying Volume (QV) from an Independent Distributor’s customer

purchases within the monthly period.

Downline:

All of the people below an individual within the genealogy tree are
considered to be part of the individual’s downline.
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Downline Volume (DV) / Organizational Volume (OV):

The total Qualifying Volume (QV) from an Independent Distributor and their
entire downline organization. It includes the Independent Distributors and
their customers and ALL downline Independent Distributors and customers,
regardless of their titles.

A DV Maximum Volume Rule (MVR) is in effect, please refer to the definition
“DV Maximum Volume Rule (MVR)” below.

DV Maximum Volume Rule (MVR)

For purposes of title qualifications only, a maximum DV amount has been
established (see Career Path table above) where no more than a specified
amount will be counted towards the DV requirement from either:

· The Independent Distributor’s total PV (the total QV from personal

purchases and those of their customers)

OR

· The total QV from any single leg (all Independent Distributors and

customers within that leg).

Eligible

An Independent Distributor is considered eligible to receive a commission if
they meet the Career Title requirements for a particular payout. For example,
an Independent Distributor may be eligible to receive a bonus if they have a
Career Title of National Executive or higher (due to the requirements of that
bonus). If they had a lesser title, they would not be eligible to receive the
bonus even though they might be fully qualified for the lesser title.

Eligibility does not mean an Independent Distributor will receive a particular
payout. To receive a payout, an Independent Distributor must be both
eligible and qualified. It is possible for an Independent Distributor to be
eligible but unqualified (i.e., they have a Career Title of National Executive,
making them eligible for a bonus that required a National Executive or
higher, but if they were Paid-AS a Regional Executive, this would make them
unqualified to receive it. Likewise, it is possible for them to be ineligible but
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qualified (i.e., they have a Career Title of Regional Executive and are qualified
at that title but are ineligible for the bonus as it required they were National
Executive or higher. Please also refer to the definition of Qualified. An
Independent Distributor must be both eligible and qualified to receive a
particular payout.

Enroller:

The person who introduces and sponsors an individual to the company is
considered to be the “Enroller.” If the person who introduced an individual to
the company is canceled, the next upline qualified Independent Distributor
will be  the person identified as the “Enroller.”

Generation (Director):

A Director Generation is a Director group formed in a downline. It starts with a
Career Title Director or higher and includes everyone below them, down to
but not including the next Director or higher, based on Career Titles. If a
Director or higher is not Paid-AS a Director, they are still considered a Director
Generation to their upline Director or higher.

Generation (Executive):

An Executive Generation is an Executive group formed in a downline. It starts
with a Career Title Executive or higher and includes everyone below them,
down to but not including the next Executive or higher, based on Career
Titles. If an Executive or higher is not Paid-AS, an Executive they are still
considered a Generation to their upline Executive or higher.

Global Currency:

The primary currency used by the company. When earnings are issued to an
Independent Distributor with a different home currency, the global currency
would be exchanged into the Independent Distributor’s home currency once
all system calculations have been performed.
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Group (National Director):

Independent Distributors themselves and their entire downline, down to but
not including the next National Director (NDR) (Career Title) or higher (which
would be the start of a generation). This is sometimes referred to as a “Leader
personal group” when discussing a specific Independent Distributor and their
group.

Group (National Executive):

Independent Distributors themselves and their entire downline, down to but
not including the next National Executive (Career Title) or higher (which
would be the start of a generation). This is sometimes referred to as a
“personal group” when discussing a specific Independent Distributor and
their group.

Leg:

A Leg begins with a first-level Independent Distributor and includes all the
Independent Distributors beneath them. An Independent Distributor has as
many legs as they have first-level Independent Distributors.

Level:

The position an Independent Distributor has in a downline relative to another
upline or downline Independent Distributor within a genealogy tree.
Independent Distributors personally sponsored by you (i.e., first level) are
Level One. Those Independent Distributors sponsored by Level One
Independent Distributors are your Level Two, relative to the original
Independent Distributor. Customers are not considered when counting levels
and do not occupy a position in an Independent Distributor’s genealogy.

Minimum Commission Disbursement amount:

No commission disbursement will be issued for less than US$5.00.

NewGenQ (New 1st Generation National Executive/Director):
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National Vice President and above must meet an additional requirement for
promotion and to be Paid-AS their title. To be considered NewGenQ, they
need to either:

· Have at least 1 New 1st Generation National Executive every 12
months (current period and previous 11). This means that every
12-month rolling period (oldest month off, newest month on), they need
to have at least 1 National Executive promotion from their personal
National Executive Group (meaning there is not anyone else with a
Career title of National Executive or higher between them and the
newly promoted National Executive).

· Have at least 1 New 1st Director Generation every 12 months (current
period and previous 11). This means that every 12-month rolling period
(oldest month off, newest month on), they need to have at least 1
Director promotion from their personal Director Group (meaning there
is not anyone else with a Career title of Director or higher between
them and the newly promoted Director).

If they fail to meet the two requirement methods listed above, they will be
Paid-AS a Vice President. Please note that a “new 1st generation” means that
they have someone who does not have a National Executive/Director Career
Title and is promoted to that Career Title or higher. Suppose someone had
previously been a National Executive/Director but was later demoted
according to the Requalification Policy. In that case, they could become a
“New 1st Generation” if they were again promoted to National
Executive/Director.

Example:

Julie becomes a National Vice President in January. The last time she had a
new 1st Generation was in September of the previous year. That new 1st
generation will qualify her as being NewGenQ through August of the current
year. Julie has another new 1st generation in July, so her 12 months are reset,
and she is NewGenQ through June of next year. In July of next year, she will
not have another new 1st generation, so the highest she may be Paid -As is a
Vice President.

Paid-AS Title:
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Each Independent Distributor is paid at the title for which they qualify during
the period. The requirements to be Paid-AS Title are the same as those to
promote to that title. If in any period, they fail to achieve their Career Title
requirements, they are paid at the lower title for which they do qualify for
during the period. They retain their Career Title but are paid as the title they
qualify for.

This title will often refer to someone being “Paid-AS,” a specific title (i.e.,
“Paid-AS National Executive or higher”). When referred to in such a manner,
this refers to the Paid-AS Title.

Pay-On Person:

This refers to the Independent Distributor (or the Independent Distributor’s
Customer) upon whom the award or earnings originate. This is often due to a
sales transaction placed or a specific milestone reached by the Independent
Distributor or the Independent Distributor’s Customer.

PayTo Person:

This refers to the Independent Distributor; a bonus or award is attempting to
pay/reward.

Period:

A period relates to the specific time frame for which qualifications and
payouts are calculated.

Personal Volume (PV):

The total Qualifying Volume (QV) from purchases placed by the Independent
Distributor and from the Independent Distributor’s Customer purchases
within the monthly period.

Promote (Promotion):

An Independent Distributor promotes to a new Career Title when they meet
all of the qualifications for that title in the period. The promotion is effective
the first day of the same period, meaning that regardless of what day within
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the period the promotion was qualified for, the new Career Title is effective for
the entire period. For example, suppose an Independent Distributor meets
the qualifications for a Director on June 23rd. In that case, they are
“promoted” to the title of Director for the entire period of June (effective June
1) and will be Paid-AS a Director for the entire period of June.

Qualified:

An Independent Distributor is considered Qualified if they meet the Paid-AS
requirements for a particular payout and/or title. An Independent Distributor
will only receive the payouts they are both eligible and qualified for.

Qualifying Volume (QV):

Each inventory item has both a Qualifying Volume (QV) and Commissionable
Volume (CV) assigned to it. QV is a currency-neutral point value used for
various volume metrics to determine if the Independent Distributor is
qualified based on the terms of their respective title. Please also refer to the
Product/SKU Setup section towards the beginning of this document for how
QV should be calibrated.

Requalification Policy:

National Executives and higher must be Paid-AS their Career title at least
once every six months to keep their Career Title. If an Independent Distributor
is not Paid-AS their Career Title at least once within six consecutive months,
their Career Title will be demoted to their Paid-AS title in the 6th month to be
effective in that same period. There are no demotions for titles lower than
National Executives. If the title they were Paid-AS in the 6th month is lower
than Regional Executive, the lowest they will be demoted to would be
Regional Executive.

For example, if you qualify for your National Executive title in January, you will
keep your Career Title until July. If before July, you qualify again as National
Executive in May, you will keep your title until December. Title demotions will
be effective in the 6th period. If you were not Paid-AS National Executive or
higher by November, in November, your Career Title would be Regional
Executive, and in November, you would not be treated as the beginning of a
generation for your upline.

Retail Customer:
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A Retail Customer pays the full retail price and purchases when they desire.

Roll-up:

Roll-up refers to the “rolling up” of payouts due to an Independent Distributor
being inactive, unqualified, or ineligible and giving it to an Independent
Distributor that is active, eligible, and qualified.
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